
Don't get left out in the

 field this spring! 

Dayco Gold Label Industrial 

V Belts in Stock!

AP, BP, CP, & 5V series belts 

 

Parts, Shop Supplies & Tools 

Your  Local   Store  for

AGRICULTURE 

FARM SUPPLIES

Shop Towels

Strong shop towels absorb oil and grease even

when wet!  55 sheets per roll.

KIM 75120RBW 24020 | Box of Fleecy Rags 

RBW 24020BALE | Bale of Fleecy Rags 

RBW 12920 | Box of Cotton Rags 

RBW 41015BALE | Bale of White Terri Rags 

RBW 60020 | Box of White Ganzies Rags

Box of Rags

In a 20lbs box or bale. Great for economical clean ups in the shop or

home. Absorbs greases, oils and more. 

Fast Orange Hand Cleaner

The #1 selling, biodegradable, waterless, petroleum solvent-

free hand cleaner that contains no harsh chemicals, petroleum

solvents or ammonia that can sting cuts and abrasions. Pure,

orange scented natural citrus power does the cleaning.

Fortified with aloe, lanolin, glycerin, and other skin

conditioners. These formulas gently deep clean the toughest

dirt .Works great on laundry stains, scuff marks, tile floors, pet

odors and many other household cleaning needs.

PER 23218 | 3.8L Smooth

PER 25219 | 3.8L Pumice

Qualisorb

Qualisorb® is the most efficient way to soak up liquid

spills wherever you need to absorb unwanted liquid.

Nothing is easier to use. Simply spread Qualisorb on

spills and let it do the work! It really is that easy!

Unlike clay products which become wet, sticky and

heavy, Qualisorb stays dry and manageable, making it

easy to remove.

QUA 628 

Regina:Regina:    
Yorkton:Yorkton:  
Estevan:Estevan:
Weyburn:Weyburn:
Mainline Fleet Service:Mainline Fleet Service:  

(306) 525-2551(306) 525-2551
(306) 783-6515(306) 783-6515
(306) 634-3664(306) 634-3664
(306) 842-4676(306) 842-4676
                                                                                                                      (306) 721-7711(306) 721-7711



Aero Kroil 

Belt Dressing Cutting Oil

An industrial strength, low viscosity

super penetrant designed to quickly

loosen and free seized, bound or

frozen fasteners. Quickly permeates

rust, scale, gum, grease and

corrosion. 16oz. 

This low odor product removes

brake fluid, grease, oils, and other

contaminants from surfaces.  

KLF 313 | 14 oz 

Penetrating Fluid Deep Creep

Wherever there is corrosion either

due to heat, salt water, chemical

action, or weathering- Kroil will

loosen metal joints in a few minutes

time, saving labor, equipment and

temper. Dissolves gum, dried grease

and oil, removes rust and carbon

deposits without attacking the metal. 

KAN  AEROKROIL | 10 oz 

Lead oxide never had a chance.

ACDelco Rust Penetrant and

Inhibitor aerosol spray contains a

special blend of solvents and

lubricants to tackle rust, corrosion

and other time-formed oxides.

010 992955

Works fast to break metal surface

tension. Frees stubborn parts from rust

& corrosion. Use to oil bushings, chains,

gears, hinges, rollers & slides. Use to

lube & protect metal parts and stays

fluid under extreme heat/cold. Gentle

petroleum formula, non-corrosive,

V.O.C. Compliant. 

SFC DC14 

Brake & Parts Cleaner 

Spray Nine Degreaser & 

Disinfectant

Spray Nine cleaner and degreaser,

disinfects and contains no chlorinated

or petroleum solvents, non-flammable,

ready-to-use, harmless to almost all

hard surfaces. 

KNI C26832 | 946ml 
Subject to protect availability due

to COVID-19.

Ideal for auto, marine, fleet and home

use. Cleans windows, mirrors, formica

and porcelain. Specially formulated for

body shops and industrial use.

Pleasantly scented, non streaking,

foamy cleaner. Quickly removes dirt

and grime, cigarette smoke and

fingerprints.

010 19370292 | 18 oz 

KLF 886  | 22oz  Bonus Size

Glass Kleen

Glass Cleaner

Dry Graphite Lubricant

Ideal where a dry lubricant is

required or where petroleum

products must be avoided.

Resists dirt, dust and oil build-up.

Wide effective temperature range

up to 850°F constant. 16oz.

CRC 75101 

Eliminates squeaks and prolongs

belt life. For use on all types of

belts, such as serpentine, flat and

v-type belts. Prevents slippage

and glazing. Removes oil, grease

and glaze. 10oz.

CRC 75350 

Power Lube

The next generation of multi-

purpose lubricants. This all in one

product quickly penetrates,

lubricates, stops squeals, fights

corrosion & loosens rusted parts.

New & Improved formula is odor

free. 16oz.

CRC 75005 

Cutting Oil is a superior

thread cutting lubricant for

use on all types of metals,

including brass, copper and

aluminum. 16oz.

CRC 75500 

CRC 73020 

Knocker Loose Compressor Oil

Helps promote longer life in

all types of reciprocating &

rotary compressors. Solvent

refined & clay filtered for long

lasting, anti-foul operation.

Cleans valve seat deposits &

extends life. 3.78L.

CRC 75133 

Anaerobic Gasket Maker

OEM specified. Noncorrosive gasketing material designed

primarily for use on aluminum, iron, and steel flanged

mating surfaces. Ideal for on-the-spot and emergency

repairs, or when a conventional gasket is unavailable. Fills

gaps up to .015" and cures to a solvent-resistant seal that

will not tear or decay during service. Parts disassemble

easily even after extended service. Old gasket material can

be removed in minutes with a simple putty knife.

PER 51845 | 300ml 

Fast Orange Hand Wipes
Removes the toughest

grease, tar, grime, ink, paints,

sealants, adhesives and other

difficult soils. The wipes also

have a smooth side for

general purpose cleaning.  72

wipes per container. 

PER 25051



PIC 7065-0C | 5.8"/ 40lb 

PIC 7066-0C|  7.6"/50 lb 

PIC 7067-0C | 11.1"/50 lb 

PIC 7068-HD0C | 15" Heavy Duty

Industrial Grade Duct Tape

MMM 06975 

3M™ Emery Cloth makes a durable and effective tool for the challenges of sanding

metal parts. Its J-weight cloth backing — lightweight, yet much more durable than

paper — is ideal for sanding metal by hand or machine. Emery abrasive combines

metal oxide minerals, such as non-fibrous aluminum oxide, for a tough abrasive

surface that removes stock quickly yet leaves a fine finish. Choose

from a complete range of grits from fine to coarse. 50 

sheets a pack. 

Emery Cloth

MMM 02431 | Fine 

MMM 02432 | Medium

MMM 02433 | Coarse

Composed of a waterproof polyethylene film over cloth scrim backing with a

rubber adhesive used for demanding duct tape applications.  Offers high tack,

conformability, strength and easy tear. The individual roll wrap preserves

integrity of the roll for less waste and the product number is printed in 

core to insure the correct product is used. It features good 

moisture resistance and has good tensile strength.

Cable Ties 
One piece self-locking cable ties. General purpose nylon 6-6 is a

weather resistant grade suitable for use in most practical applications

at a continuous temperature up to 150°F. UV stabilized black nylon 6-6

is used in continuous or extended exposure to outdoor use. 100 pieces

per pack. 

Primary electrical insulation for all wire and cable splices rated

up to 600V. Can be used as a protective jacketing for high-

voltage cable splices and repairs or for harnessing of wires

and cables. For indoor or outdoor, above or below grade

application.

General Purpose Electrical Tape

MMM 6140 | Sleeve of 10 

OEM specified. Noncorrosive gasketing material designed primarily

for use on aluminum, iron, and steel flanged mating surfaces. Ideal

for on-the-spot and emergency repairs, or when a conventional

gasket is unavailable. Fills gaps up to .015″ and cures to a solvent-

resistant seal that will not tear or decay during service. Parts

disassemble easily even after extended service. Old gasket

material can be removed in minutes with a simple putty knife.

Anaerobic Gasket Maker

PER 51850 | 50ml 

 Permatex Threadlocker
OEM specified. A permanent, high strength product that is

applied to fasteners 3/8″ to 1″ (10mm to 25mm) in size before

assembly. Designed for securing parts that must withstand heavy

shock, vibration, or extreme chemical or environmental conditions.

Localized heating and hand tools are required to separate parts.

Conforms to ASTM D5363 AN0331 

(Mil-S-46163A, Type II, Grade O).

PER 26240 | Red | 36ml 

PER 24240 | Blue | 36ml 

OEM specified. Gel formula provides “liquid-reliability” without drips,

globs, mess or waste. High strength threadlocker for heavy-duty

applications 3/8 inch to 1 inch (10mm to 25mm). Adds 3,000 PSI

holding power on slip and press fit assemblies. Replaces set screws

and snap rings. Locks against vibration loosening. Conforms to ASTM

D5363 AN0221 (Mil-S-46163A, Type I, Grade K).

Permatex Threadlocker Gel Twist

PER 27115| Red | 36ml 

PER 24215 | Blue | 36ml 

Anaerobic Gasket Maker

Flexible, gasketing material for use on rigid machined flanges

with less than .015″ gap. OEM approved use where OE

specify “anaerobic” gasket (cures in the absence of air).

Withstands temperatures to 300°F (149°C). Eliminates

preformed, pre-cut, paper, rubber and cork gaskets. Flexes

with flanges that move in service.

PER 51550 | 50ml 

PER 51580 | 300ml 

JB Kwick Cold Weld

JBW 8276CAN | Twin Tube 

JBW 50176CAN | Syringe 

Two-part epoxy cold weld system that provides strong,

lasting repairs to metal and multiple other surface types.

After mixing, it forms a permanent bond and can be

shaped, tapped, filed, sanded and drilled after curing.

rated at a tensile strength of 3127 PSI and will withstand

temperatures up to 300ºF.

JB Kwick Clear Weld
ClearWeld™ is a quick setting, multipurpose two part epoxy that

provides a strong and lasting bond on most surfaces including tile,

most plastics, ceramic, glass, wood and metal. ClearWeld™ is

designed to cure with a clear, transparent bond when used at

thicknesses of less than 15 mil. ClearWeld™ has a 1:1 mixing ratio, sets

in 5 minutes and cures in 1 hour. With a tensile strength of 3900 PSI,

ClearWeld™ sets to a hard, permanent bond.

JBW 50112CAN 



Work Glove 

A synthetic leather palm for durability and flexible,

spandex back. Great fit provides maximum dexterity

while protecting hands from cuts, abrasions and burns.

Adjustable hook and loop closure for comfort, reinforced

fingertips for longer wear. 

PMG AG7000TM | Medium 

PMG AG7000TL | Large

PMG AG7000XL | XLarge

 Synthetic leather on palm for improved grip and dexterity

• Reinforced padding on palm for increased impact resistance

• Oil and abrasion resistant

• Breathable spandex fabric on back for snug comfortable fit

• Elastic wrist with hook and loop closure keeps 

• Flexible knuckle guards on each finger for added protection

Mechanics Gloves

ADC TGG-520M | Medium 

ADC TGG-520L | Large

ADC TGG-520XL | XLarge

Fitted Leather Gloves 
Grain leather provides excellent comfort, durability and

strength. Patch/ Two-piece palm. Rubberized safety

cuff for extended wrist protection. Breathable cotton

back and cotton lined provided ventilation for user

comfort.

ADC TGG-400-L | Large

ADC TGG-400-XL | X-Large

Polyurthane Coated Gloves
13 Gauge high performance polyethylene shell

Cut Resistance Level 3

Polyurethane coating provides excellent dexterity

ADC TGG-2 25-08 | Medium 

ADC TGG-225-09 | Large

ADC TGG-225-10 | XLarge

Multi-Purpose Funnel
No-mess splash guard. Fits all sizes of

filler tubes. Extended filler neck opens

gas tank trap door. Features peg hole

for easy hang option. Versatile design

for multiple liquid applications

including trans fluid, oil, power

steering fluid, and gas/oil additives.

BLI 10701 

2 in 1 Flexible Spout Funnel
The utility flexible 2 in 1 funnel

provides the perfect solution to

reach those difficult to reach fluid

reservoirs that traditional funnels

can't get to. With a long, flexible

spout and no-mess splash guard,

this funnel provides the reach

 and flexibility to get the job 

done.
DYN 14015  

13 Gauge polyester

Shell colour: grey

Palm colour: black

Nitrile coating provides

improved grip and dexterity

Nitrile Coated Gloves

ADC TGG-200-08 | Medium 

ADC TGG-200-09 | Large

ADC TGG-200-10 | XLarge

ADC TGG-200-11 | XXL

3 Piece Funnel Assortment

Funnel sets polyethylene Made of

tough, high-density polyethylene

for dispensing petroleum-based

fluids. May be used with

substances such as oil, radiator

fluid or fuel additives. Includes one

each: gray 1/2-pint, charcoal 1-

pint, and black 2-quart.

BLI 05068 

Giant Quick Funnel

Has an easy grip guard that

makes pouring safe and easy.

Includes a snap-in screen.

Applications include fuel and

oil for marine use, tractors,

and trucks. Innovative and

sturdy design.

BLI 10705 

Fuel  Filter Funnel

With a 5 gal/minute flow rate this

fuel filter removes water, dirt

and debris. Filters gasoline,

heating oil, and kerosene. As well

as 2 cycle mixed gas.

BLI F8C 

Built-in raised rim handles provide ease of use.

Features unique oversized pouring spout . 7-quart

capacity with drain scale that helps track oil usage.

Lightweight, stackable but innovative  and sturdy

design. Multi-purpose use for variety of different 

 applications.

7 Quart Catch All Pan

BLI OP-1 | 7qt 

Extra Large Funnel

May be used with multiple

substances such as oil, radiator fluid

or fuel additives. 1-piece tapered,

tough, high-density polyethylene for

hard-to-reach spots. 5 x 5 x 17.75

BLI 05034 



ADC RS-227CE 

Double J-hooks

Heavy-Duty ratchet tie-down

Nylon woven straps

Straps: Yellow

MLW 2646-21CT

M18™ Cordless 2-Speed Grease Gun
Max 10,000 PSI

2-Speed Max Pressure and Max Flow Rate

LED Light

48" Flexible Hose

The Rapid Stop Brake feature stops all accessories in under 3 seconds. Providing you

with high performance, advanced ergonomics and legendary durability. The M18™
REDLITHIUM™ HIGH OUTPUT™ XC6.0 Battery has more material removed per

charge and unmatched run-time in all  applications.

M18™ 4.5" - 6" Braking Grinder Kit with Battery

MLW 2980-22 

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

1/2" Air Impact Wrenches

Drive Size: 1/2", Bolt cap Grade 5 5/8", Torque Range 100-

625lbs, Maximum Torque 780lb, Blows per minute 1200,

Free Speed 9400 rpm, Weight 4.2lb, Length: available in 7"

and 10". Side to center 1.5". Average Air consumption 4 cfm.

SIO IW500MP-4R3 | 10"

SIO IW500MP-4R | 7"

39,200 lbs

39,200 lbs

58,800 lbs

58,800 lbs

78,400 lbs

78,400 lbs

117,600 lbs

156,800 lbs

RMD TS180X20-2

RMD TS180X30-2

RMD TS270X20-2

RMD TS270X30-2

RMD TS360X20-2

RMD TS360X30-2

RMD TS600X30-2

RMD TS800X30-2

2"x 20'

2"x 30'

3"x 20'

3"x 30'

4"x 20'

4"x 30'

6"X 30'

8"x 30'

Tow Straps
-Sewn in a Canadian Facility 

-Reinforced Eyes 

Part Number Size
Breaking
Strength

Ratchet Strap 2"X27'

Ratchet Straps
Ratchet Allows Loads To Be Secured

with Maximum Holding Force and

includes Steel Coated S Hooks.

Breaking Strength: 3000 lbs

Working Load Limit: 1000 lbs

Coated S Hook

ADC RS-102 | 1"X16' 
ADC RS-103 | 1"X20' 

Rope

3-strand polypropylene twisted

Polypropylene rope is idea for general uses

Does not absorb water and floats

ABS riveted reels

Other sizes available

975" and a 1368lbs strength 

ADC TGR-5/16-B 

Tarps

Waterproof and resistance to chemicals, tearing and mildew. Weave: 10 x 10, GSM: 135,

Material: High density polyethylene. Aluminum grommets every 3'. Polyethylene Rope

Reinforced Hems.

ADC TARP-1015-BLUE | 10' X 15' 

ADC TARP-1520-BLUE | 15' X 20' 

ADC TARP-2030-HDB | 20' X 30' 

Foam Gasket helps limit eye exposure to nuisance dust and other

particles while providing additional cushioning. The anti fog lens

coating and removable foam lined gasket with airflow vents.

Polycarbonate lenses absorb 99.9% UVA and UVB. Meets the

requirements of CSA.

MMM 11872-00000-20 

Anti-Fog CCS Protective Eyewear Safety Glasses
Soft adjustable nosepiece to help reduce

slippage. Incorporates dual-material temples to

provide cushioned comfort plus enhanced style

and features. The proprietary 3M™ Pressure

Diffusion Temple Technology that helps diffuse

pressure over the ear.

MMM SF401AF-CA 



200A (12V) and 150A (6V) Engine Start - Powerful enough for SUVs, trucks,

and large engines

40A Boost Mode - quickly brings deeply discharged battery back to life

Scrolling digital display, LED indicators and push-button controls

Automatically adjusts amperage rate to charge and maintain

Multi-Stage charging, Auto voltage detection

Reverse hook-up protection

ADC TGHT-014-006 | 6" Slip Joint 

ADC TGHT-016-008 | 8" Groove Joint 

Constructed of chrome and

vanadium steel hardened for

maximum strength and durability.

Double dipped handles provide

comfortable use. Meets ANSI

Standards. Other Sizes available.

PliersPliers

Constructed of chrome and vanadium steel

hardened for maximum strength and

durability. Double dipped handles provide

comfortable use. Meets ANSI Standards.

Other Sizes available.

ADC TGHT-031-007 | 7" Diagonal Cutter 

ADC TGHT-031-008 | 6" Diagonal Cutter 

ADC TGHT-020-007  | 7" Long Nose Pliers 

ADC TGHT-020-008 | 8" Long Nose Pliers 

Curved Locking Jaw Pliers
Chrome vanadium steel hardened

for maximum strength and durability.

Bare metal handle

Curved jaws, knurled tips and wire

cutters

Instantly locks

ADC THGT-030-007 | 7" | 1.14" max 

ADC THGT-030-010 | 10" | 1.46" max

1700 peak ampere

Battery status indicator gauge

46 inch heavy-duty #2 cables

DC outlet to power 12 volt accessories

Jump-N-Carry JNC660 1700 Peak Amp 12-Volt

Jump Starter.

Jump-N-Carry 12V Jump Starter

G2S SOLJNC660 

Cut Off Wheels by PFERD

For additional information and sizes on all PFERD cutting & Grinding

products contact the store or your Sales Representative.

PFD 69834 | 3" x 0.045" 

PFD 69817 | 4.5" x 0.030" 

PFD 69818 | 5" x 0.030" 

6 point sockets

Chrome molybdenum steel for strength

and durability 

Finish: black phosphate

Includes blow molded case

Deep Impact Socket Sets

ADC TGSS-001 | 11pc | range from 3/8" - 15/16" 

ADC TGSS-002 | 11pc | range from 10mm -24mm 
PFD 64492

14" x 3/32", 1" AH A 36 K PSF-CHOP. 4400

RPM.

Chop Saw Wheel

Farm & Ranch Battery Charger/Engine Starter

SCH FR01335 

Cobra Flex Air Hose
Cobra Flex pneumatic air hoses provide superior flexibility and lay flat. Milton Cobra

Flex is made from a hybrid polyvinyl chloride material, which is perfect to eliminate

kinking. Cobra Flex relies on sturdy brass metal hose ends as opposed to soft

aluminum. This multipurpose air hose remains flexible down to -40 degrees

Fahrenheit and offers up to 300 PSI.

MIL MA3835OR | 35' x 3/8" 

MIL MA3850OR | 50' x 3/8" 

EconoPower Interstate Batteries 

Great for farm equipment as well as  cars, trucks, RV's, 365 day

warranty period.  With no exchange, a $16.00 core charge will apply. 

ISBEPOWER-48-700

ISBEPOWER-94R-750

ISBEPOWER-65-700

ISBEPOWER-78DT-650

ISBEPOWER-75DT-550

Part Number CCA/RC min/ CA

700/112/875
750/143/935
700/130/875
650/100/810
550/85/685



3” black tampico bristles with a center row of

steel wire bristles. Works well for dislodging dirt, is

acid resistant. 24” long.

Heavy-Duty Cutter

Contoured handle

Stainless steel blade channel

Replacement blades: TGUK-001-10 | $1.29

Constructed for tough, industrial usage. The

heavy-duty frame with 4” twin rubber blades

moves large amounts of water. 15/16” diameter

reusable black handle for foam squeegee (PBP

85-978) not included.

30" Foam Double Edge
Squeegee

PBP 83-304 

PBP 85-978 

Indoor/ Outdoor Push Broom 

Black Polypropylene with Handle

24” push broom head with 3” bristles are

excellent for wet or dry sweeping of concrete,

asphalt, tile, wood, patios, garages, driveways,

sidewalks, and rough wood floors. Bristles are

acid resistant.

PBP 92-232  

24” Tampico & Steel Broom

with Handle

PBP 92-282 

FLOOR BROOMS & SHOVELS

Utility Knife

ADC TGUK-001-00 | Ratchet Lock Blade  

 

Tape Measure

High Impact ABS case for longevity

Thumb lock for quick lock/release

function

Belt clip for easy storage

Graduation: Inch and metric

ADC TGTM-008 | 25' x 1" 

This 24" X 12" Kneeling Pad is great for any

mechanic, tradesperson, or DIYer. XLPE foam

base ensures that no water or oils are

absorbed by the foam. Comes with the Auto

Value logo etched into the top.  Custom

etching available for $15.00 per kneeler.

Kneeling Pad

AES KNEELINGPAD 

Pry Bars
Wrecking Bar combines roll head

and angle pry bar ends for better

access in tight work areas

Tempered alloy steel

Electrostatic Powder Coated

Finish

ADC TGHT-040-024 | 24" 

ADC TGHT-044-015 | 15" 

Chrome Vanadium Steel for strength and

durability

Chrome Finish

Cushioned grip for added comfort and visibility

or choose plain grip

22 Piece Wrench Set
Chrome vanadium steel alloy for strength and durability

Polished mirror finish for quick cleaning 

12 point design minimizes fastener damage and increases torque

premium canvas pouch

Comes in  7mm-32mm

ADC TGCW-SET-22PC-MET

Adjustable Wrenches

ADC IDI-AW6 | 6" length | 15/16" Jaw Width 

ADC IDI-AW10 | 10" Length | 1-5/16"Jaw Width 

Screwdrivers

ADC TGSD1101 | #1 Phillips Magnetic Tip 

ADC TGSD1204 | #2 Phillips Stubby Magnetic Tip 

ADC TGSD1301 | #3 Phillips Magnetic Tip 

ADC TGSD3101 | #1 Robertson Magnetic Tip 

ADC TGSD3204 | #2 Robertson Stubby Magnetic Tip

ADC TGSD3301 | #3 Robertson Magnetic Tip

ADC TGSD5101 | 3/16 Slot Magnetic Tip 

ADC TGSD5204 | 1/4 Slot Stubby Magnetic Tip 



3” soft grey, flagged tip, solvent resistant bristles.

Recommended for sweeping smooth,

highly polished floors, varnished wood and

concrete. 24” long.

72” hardwood handle with Metal tip. 1” diameter.

Warehouse corn broom, heavy-duty, natural

fiber, indoors and outdoors, 4 rows of stitching

and wire band for extra strength. 1-1/8″ x 39″
hardwood handle, ideal for offices, warehouses,

garage bays, driveways and patios.

Heavy Duty Corn Broom

GAR 84578

17" Contractors Dust Pan

Drain Spade 

GAR 00197 

3” stiff, heavy duty, maroon polystyrene bristles for

wet or dry sweeping of rough concrete and

asphalt. 24” long.

24” Maroon Durastran Broom 

with Handle

PBP 92-262 

Quantities are limited while supplies last.  Please contact us for pricing! 

Indoor/ Outdoor Push Broom 

Soft Grey with Handle

PBP 92-212 

Garage Broom
(head only, use handle PSI 93069 shown below)

24” broom head and 3” soft outer bristles with stiff

nylon inner bristles. Excellent for smooth and rough

surfaces. Handle (PSI 93069) not included, see

below.

PSI 93070 

Industrial grade street/stable broom for extra-

rough surfaces. 16 inches brush made of synthetic

fibers. Tempered steel bracket, formed and

welded for more sturdiness. Premium varnished

ash handle (1-1/8 inch x 60 inches). Perfect for

sweeping up heavy debris

Street Broom 

GAR 84245 

PSI 93502 

Broom Poles
60” Steel handle with Metal tip. 15”/16" diameter.

PSI 93069

60” hardwood handle Threaded and tapered tip.

1” diameter.
PSI 93070 

This contractor-grade dustpan is made of heavy-

duty aluminum, so it's sturdy yet light, and easy to

use and store. Rubber coated handle is 9" long.

Heavy-duty aluminum dustpan is 17" 

wide. Grooved edges for broom

 and brush cleaning.

GAR 84630  

This tool is equipped with a 16″ (40.6 cm) forged

and tempered steel blade and with a footstep for

more power and security. This industrial drain

spade is especially designed for professionals

looking for a robust, reliable and safe tool to

complete various landscaping projects.

GAR 81183 

Square Point Shovel 

This tool is equipped with a tempered steel blade.

This shovel was designed for entrepreneurs who

are looking for a robust, reliable and efficient tool.

GAR 81765 

This tool is equipped with a tempered steel

blade. This shovel was designed for

entrepreneurs who are looking for a robust,

reliable and efficient tool.

Square Point Shovel, Long Handle

GAR 81766 

Square Point Shovel 

Square Point Shovel Is Ideal For Scooping

And Moving Dirt, Gravel And Other

Landscaping Material. Solid Ash Handle Is

Stained To Help Prevent Chipping And

Water Damage. Blade width 10.5".

ADC TGHS2L 

Round Point Shovel
Equipped with a forward-turned footstep to

provide you with better comfort. Designed for

residential use, this tool is ideal for people

looking for an excellent quality/price.

Long Round Point Shovel

Dig, plant or uproot with the help of the Garant Pro Series round

shovel. This tool is equipped with a tempered steel blade and a

forward turned footstep. This shovel is especially designed for

professionals looking for a robust, reliable and efficient tool to

complete various landscaping projects.

GAR 80377 

Transport dirt, mulch, gravel, tools and other

materials easily with the True Temper

contractor wheelbarrow. Its 6 cu. ft. tray with

a maximum capacity of 270lb.

Steel Tray Wheel Barrow

GAR 01044 | 


